04-283 Metal Reinforced Eyelet (Pat. Pending).
The ultimate eyelet for demanding applications. High pull forces and
durability. A metal eyelet moulded directly into the plastic eyelet
delivers superior strength and durability compared to traditional plastic
eyelets.

Nominal measurements in mm

The ultimate eyelet for demanding applications
Carmo's Metal Reinforced Eyelets offer a simple, yet very effective solution for demanding applications. A metal eyelet is
moulded directly into the plastic eyelet delivering a solution with more strength and durability compared to traditional plastic
eyelets. This unique solution provides up to 3 times the strength compared to traditional metal eyelets.
Carmo's Metal Reinforced Eyelet is perfect for tarpaulins exposed to the high pull forces of wind e.g. building wraps, boats, pool
covers, trucks, trailers, applications in agriculture as well as tents and shelters. The Metal Reinforced Eyelet is also the ideal
solution for cinema screens and large banners requiring a high level of strength and durability.
Increased life time on ropes and lines
The internal surfaces of the Metal Reinforced Eyelet are smooth, reducing the tear and wear on rope, bungess etc.
significantly. The metal inserts are made of ASTM A240, 304 Stainless Steel (also known as Inox 304), which is corrosion
resistant, promising long lifetime in demanding applications.
Mounting with HF welding
Use your existing HF welding equipment while adding strength and durability to your products. The Metal Reinforced Eyelets are
mounted in a single operation. Therefore, you save a working process of first mounting a plastic eyelet and subsequently
mounting a metal eyelet into your plastic eyelet.
Patented solution delivering superior strength
Carmo's patented production technique ensures that the metal and plastic parts a fused together during production, delivering a
strength that can never be obtained with traditionally mounted metal eyelets.
Materials:
Std. packaging:

PVC, PVC/PUR
2 x 3.600

Interested in other colors or materials? Please call for quote...

More info http://www.carmo.dk/en/technical-components/grommets-and-eyelets/plastic-eyelets-round/04-283/
All geometrical dimensions and functional information are indicative. (Unless tolerances are specified).Carmo is not responsible for misprints and technical changes.
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